
 

 

 

About Eight Capital  
 
Eight Capital is a 100% principal-owned Canadian, full-service investment dealer. Our primary businesses include 
investment banking, equity research and institutional sales & trading. The partnership was created in December 
2016 by a group of professionals with experience at leading Canadian bank-owned and boutique brokerages. Our 
goal is to become Canada’s leading independent dealer, offering the best advice and execution for our clients. 
 
The Opportunity 
 
Position: Associate, Equity Research 
Sector: Energy 
 
Our research associates work with our Sector Analysts to provide comprehensive, timely and in-depth research 
reports and recommendations for our clients. Currently, we are looking for a research associate in our Calgary 
office to support the Energy research team.  
 
Key Responsibilities 

 Assist the Analyst in performing analysis of the sector and of companies covered; 

 Examine covered companies’ prospects, operations and management, leading to investment 
recommendations for Eight Capital’s clients; 

 Develop, maintain & update detailed financial models, Excel workbooks, government well data, and 
industry databases; 

 Participate in the ideas generation process via preparation of research publications, morning comments 
and presentations; 

 Projects associated with company initiation’s, thematic/company deep dive notes along with special 
projects for clients; 

 Comply with guidelines with respect to professional conduct (e.g. CFA institute standards of practice). 
 

The Ideal Candidate 

 A university degree in a financial or business-oriented discipline (i.e. BComm or MBA).  A technical 
discipline (i.e. engineering or geology) is a plus; 

 A CFA designation, or working towards one, is desired but not necessary; 

 1-3 years of experience working at an E&P company, in corporate finance, and/or accounting; 

 Competent with Microsoft Excel (prior financial modeling is an asset), experience with geoSCOUT is a plus, 
but not a requirement; 

 Exceptional attention to detail, plus demonstrated writing/communication skills; 

 Strong quantitative skills; 

 A commitment to working independently under strict time constraints that requires flexibility with 
respect to hours, days, and tasks; and 

 Basic understanding of the Energy sector and a demonstrated interest in the Capital Markets. 
 

To apply, email your résumé and cover letter to ctrue@viiicapital.com  
 


